People Monopoly Program Communist Party
canada’s future is socialism! - communist party of canada - state-monopoly capitalism — the
integration or merging of the interests of finance capital with the state — is a new stage in the extension of
corporate control to all sectors of economic and political life. constitution of the communist party canada
- other sections of the people exploited by monopoly who are prepared to work for the achievement of working
class state power and the building of a socialist canada. the communist party of canada has no interests
separate and apart from those of the working class from which it springs. support and work for the party
program is the basis of membership in the party. the multi-national character ... programme of the
communist party of aotearoa (nz) - towards a socialist peoples republic of aotearoa programme of the
communist party of aotearoa (nz) capitalism is a system of exploitation new zealand is built on the land,
forests and fisheries of aotearoa. program for a people's democratic revolution (1968) - 1 program for a
people's democratic revolution (1968) ratified by the congress of reestablishment of the communist party of
the philippines december 26, 1968 communist party, u.s.a. - storage.googleapis - the communist party is
to help our people bring about that change and to make it stickto wipe out poverty, racism and war by destroying the monster which nurtures them. forced secularization in soviet russia: why an atheistic ... there can be no doubt that the fact that the new state of the ussr led by the communist party, with a program
permeated by the spirit of militant atheism, gives the reason why this state is ... china’s anti-monopoly law:
history, application, and ... - which the people’s republic of china was founded.1 nothing illuminates this
tension bet- ter than china’s recent struggle to imp lement its anti-monopoly law (aml).2 this strug- gle has
created a unique chinese structure behind the aml’s pro-competition facade.3 communist parties on the
road to full power - the communist party of yugoslavia stifling the opposition in 1945 stipica grgić (centre for
croatian studies, university of zagreb), rudolf barišić (croatian institute of history, zagreb), how the power was
statement of the meeting of 81 communist and workers' parties - statement of the meeting of 81
communist and workers' parties moscow, november, 1960 published for the communist party of canada by
progress books 42-48 stafford st., toronto 3, canada. basic programme of the communist party of burma
- basic programme of the communist party of burma 1. character of the revolution: burma was a semi-feudal,
semi-colonial country. the revolution that is to be waged in burma in the present stage is a democratic
revolution. it is not a socialist revolution. the object of the revolution is to gain complete freedom from
imperialism, to uproot the feudal system, remnants of which are still ... published for the communist party
by books - canada faces a growing monopoly offensive against the work· ing class and people, a period of
sharpened class struggle, an upsurge of the democratic movement against monopoly and u.s. communist
workers party of australia - and objectives are as set out in the communist workers party of australia
program and political resolutions. section b: organisational principles; 2. the communist workers party of
australia is a party of the working class dedicated to replacing the capitalist socio-economic system with a
socialist, worker controlled, system. it is a voluntary organization of like-minded people who strive to ... the
road to south african freedom - sahistory - programme of the south african communist party 1962 the
road to south african freedom this transcript is taken from a clandestine edition, approximately 8cm x 14 cm in
size. the university of melbourne archives communist party of ... - the people against monopoly: 19th
national congress decisions; australia’s path to socialism; workers and farmers together for a better life, 1961
(2 copies) 1 . 2/7 20th congress, june 1964, includes: australia’s way forward. program of the communist party
of australia and agrarian program of the communist party of australia. resolution for 20th congress, 1964. (2
copies) 1 . 2/8 21st ... 1. communist tasks in the second year of the new economic ... - draft resolution
on the question of the program of the communist international 165 to the congress of the soviet employees
union 167 memorandum to political bureau members and draft letter to herbert hoover 168 to leon trotsky 170
on reducing the repair and construction program of naval vessels 172 to leon trotsky, gregory zinoviev, nikolai
bukharin, and karl radek 174 on reducing the repair ...
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